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India conducts various entrance tests like ISAT, CLAT and amity entrance exams for the
professional degrees such as law and space engineering. Here is a brief view about them.

India is a populous country. And as per the population the numbers of aspirants for various degrees
are growing like weeds. For each genre of professional education the seats have been reducing and
so there occurred the needs for entrance exams. Engineering, medical, law, media all other aspects
of professional education have proposed entrance exams for getting into them. We already have a
lot of insights about Engineering and medical exams. Here in this article, you will have a brief view
about a particular aspect of engineering exams which deals with engineering in Space technology,
and also about a few law entrance exams.

ISAT entrance exam is the common entrance exam carried out for getting into Indiaâ€™s premier space
technology college which is Indian Institute of Space Science and technology. The examination
creams out the best undergraduate candidates appearing for the test. The online registration for the
exam generally takes place in the month of November and December. And the exam generally
occurs in the month of April in the succeeding year. The College of IIST is one of the premier
colleges in the country and thus the candidates coming out of the college, with flying colors have a
bright future.

Law has been comparatively less popular profession in India lately. Few decades back however, it
was quite a sought after profession. As days have passed and the country has developed, umpteen
numbers of great law facilities so have increased the number of students, who aspire to become the
best lawyers of the country. For all these law aspirants, the council of law colleges has come up with
a common admission test for the law known as Common law admission test.

The CLAT entrance exam or Common law admission test is a centralized form of test. A few years
back, students aspiring to get admission in law colleges had to wait for the whole year for the exams
of each college separately. And when the exam dates would be declared, many of them coincided.
This left most of the students under frustration. So the national universities of India came up with the
idea of a common entrance and named it as Common law admission test. The scores of this exam
are currently valid for top 15 law colleges of the country which are the top 15 national Law colleges
of the country.

Similar to CLAT, the amity law entrance  exams are also conducted in the similar pattern. This
means the test has similar structure and same time for taking up the test. The Amity Law entrance
exam is conducted by Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University. The college provides a course of
5 years in Law. The exam permits only those students who have passed the 10+2 or an equivalent
exam with at least 50% of marks throughout. This exam is generally conducted by the end of the
month of May.

The common entrance tests are conducted for the convenience of students. The rising population
and the demand for jobs have compelled everyone to seek professional courses. In such cut throat
era, these entrance tests, rank the students according to their capability and help them find a proper
career for themselves.
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Gateway to several top university with a entrance exams where you will find a mba entrance exams
along with a ISAT entrance exams of technology section.
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